In this paper, we bring forth a novel approach of video text detection using Fourier-Laplacian filtering in the frequency domain that includes a verification technique using Hidden Markov Model (HMM). The proposed approach deals with the text region appearing not only in horizontal or vertical directions, but also in any other oblique or curved orientation in the image.
Introduction
With the advancement in technology, video-text detection and recognition has gained prime importance as real time applications, for instance, the systems that help blind people to travel on roads, or the ones that track license plates of automobiles, often require recognition accuracies greater than 90% [2, 3] for security and surveillance purposes. Due to motion-blur, non-uniform illumination, text movements and complex back-grounds [8] video images suffer significant loss in quality. Lighting conditions and perspective distortions [10] , affects scene texts negatively as well. Thus, attaining such high accuracies is too idealistic an aim for researchers. Retrieval of textual information [31] from scene images or video frames has gained attention among the researchers because of text being one of the important medium of communication. Textual information retrieval system requires a robust text detection framework to localize the text accurately in scene images and video frames. In spite of many methods being proposed earlier, text detection remains a challenging problem owing to the unrestricted colors, fonts, and orientations of the characters.
Text detection methods may be categorized into three main approaches: connected componentbased, edge-based, and texture-based [10, 12, 20] . The first method uses color quantization and region expansion (or splitting) to group adjacent pixels of similar colors into connected components (CC) [12] . As, these CCs may not retain the complete shape of the characters due to color bleeding and the low contrast of the text lines, these approaches do not hold good for video images. To mitigate this issue of low contrast, edge-based techniques are proposed. These methods [20] analyze horizontal and vertical profiles of the edge map. Albeit fast, these methods produce numerous false-positives for images having a complex background. To fix such problems, texture-based approach is applied which considers the text region as a unique contour or texture. These techniques employ Fast Fourier Transform, discrete cosine transform, wavelet decomposition, and Gabor filters for extracting features. Such methods usually apply classifiers, for instance SVM and neural networks. Hence they need to be trained for different databases.
But, these classifiers need an enormous training set of text and non-text samples for higher accuracy [10] .
Multi-oriented detection of text without any restrictions on background, alignment, and contrast, with high precision, and recall still remains a difficult task. Most existing methods [5, 9, 19] depending highly on the horizontal text-orientation fail in cases of multi-oriented text fields.
Research on curved-text-line detection is even rarer because not only edge-focused methods fail but also due to most of the above mentioned reasons. Hence, in this paper, we introduce a method which can handle linear texts of arbitrary orientation, as well as curved text lines. In this paper we further propose HMM-based text verification for higher accuracy.
The proposed text detection method moves forward from baseline approach [1] with improved performance. We have used Laplacian of Gaussian filter for better filtering. The proposed system takes care of curved texts as well as texts in any orientation. One of the novelties lies in using skeletal features extensively in detection of curved texts which may be in any orientation. In addition, HMM based verification has been included to enhance the efficiency and accuracy of the framework.
The contributions of the paper are as follows -1. An efficient approach is proposed which is able to detect horizontal, non-horizontal and curvedly oriented texts in videos. 2. The concept of skeletonization is extensively used to improve the detection process of text region. 3. HMM verification is applied to improve accuracy of results. 4. Finally, the framework has been tested with 4 different scripts to show the efficiency.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss related work developed for scene/video image text detection. In Section 3, the proposed framework for text detection and verification has been described. In Section 4 we detail the experimental setup and discuss about the results. Finally, conclusions and future directions are given in Section 5.
Related Work
Text detection has been an appealing topic of exploration to most researchers. A considerable amount of work has been done in text detection in scene and video images [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Two recent survey papers on text detection and recognition in scene images and video frames can be found in [2, 47] . Edge based methods are common in application. Cai et al. [20] designs two filters for enhancing the edges in text regions using different threshold values to decide whether or not to do so in a specific region. Hence it does not generalize well for various data sets. Liu et al. [9] uses the Sobel edge maps of four directions, extracting statistical features from them and classifies pixels into text and non-text clusters applying K-means algorithm. Although robust against complex backgrounds, this method cannot locate low contrast text. Moreover it is computationally expensive owing to the enormous feature set.
Rong et al. [26] proposed a two-level algorithm to detect text regions in natural scene images based on the characteristics of character components. Chen et al. [27] proposed a method for robust text detection in natural scene images using Maximally Stable Extremal Regions (MSER) and stroke width distance based features. Yin et al. [24] suggested robust text detection in natural scene images based on MSER, clustering and character classifier. The method studies the characteristics of character components for the output of MSER to classify them as text candidates. Single link clustering and character classifiers are used for detecting true text candidates. Since the above discussed methods assumes that a given image has high contrast, the methods like MSER outputs character components. However, if the same methods deployed on video image, the performance of the method degrades severely due to low contrast and low resolution. Therefore, these methods are sensitive to complex back ground, distortions and low contrast.
In video images, the performance of MSER falls severely owing to its low contrast and low resolution. Texture based approaches were also used by many researchers. Shivakumara et al. [1, 21] proposed wavelet, color features, Fourier with color spaces and Fourier with Laplacian for text detection in video. These three methods are good for low contrast images but are computationally expensive since they use expensive transformation. In addition, the performances of the methods degrade when an input image contains distortion caused by operations and motions. Lee et al. [6] used support vector machines (SVM) to categorize each pixel into text and non-text classes. But again, texture-based methods tend to use large training sets which are computationally exhausting.
Other mechanisms and methods implement gradient and edge information in various ways to improvise their performance. Epshtein et al. [5] proposed canny edge images and stroke width transform (SWT) to detect text in natural scene images. Roy et al. [4] suggested an approach for identifying texts using binarization which is based on the concept of fusion. A blind deconvolutional model [50] was used for text detection by enhancing the edge information of the text regions. Here, classification between blurred and deblurred images was performed and it was followed by a deblurring operation which used Gaussian weighted-L1 for restoring sharpness of the edges in blurred images. Recently, deep learning based methods are being explored in various scene and video text detection and recognition works [7, 48, 49, 55] . A TextAttentional Convolutional Neural Network (Text-CNN) has been used in [48] . In this work, the authors used rich supervised information related to text region mask, character label, and binary text/non-text information to train the network which increases the robustness against complicated background component. Cho et al. [53] proposed a text detection system, called Canny Text Detector which takes advantage of the similarity between image edge and text regions for robust text localization. Although this method works satisfactorily for video texts, arbitrary orientations are not dealt with. Other works associated with scene text detection in camera-based images can be noticed in [22, 23] (that focus majorly on text orientation). Although, these methods perform well for camera-based images, they are not efficient for video images as high resolution text is required for clear shape detection and extraction of each character [15] . In [43] text localization in natural scene images is performed by edge recombining, edge filtering and multi-channel processing sequentially. Confidence map and context information have been explored in [44] for text detection in scene images. A multistage clustering algorithm for grouping MSER components to detect multi-oriented text was proposed in [51] . Liang et al. [52] proposed a method based on multiple-spectral fusion for arbitrarily-oriented text detection in video images.
They introduced an idea of convolving Laplacian with wavelet sub-bands in the frequency domain to enhance the low resolution text pixels. Very recently, a Ring Radius Transform (RRT) based text detection method [54] has been proposed for in multi-oriented and multi-script environment. A Fully Convolutional Network (FCN) model based multi-oriented text detection framework was introduced in [55] which considered both local and global cues into account in a course-to-fine procedure. FCN model was trained to predict the salient map of the text which was combined with the character components. Finally, another FCN classifier was used in order to remove the false hypothesis. In [60] , Histogram of Oriented Moment feature is used for text/non text classification using Support Vector Machine (SVM). Authors used a sub pixel mapping based super resolution approach to enhance the image before text detection. Shivakumara et al. [29] fractal properties have been used in the gradient domain to enhance low resolution mobile video, which has been further explored into the wavelet domain in a pyramid structure for text components in text clusters to make the method font size independent. Related works in curve text detection [13] are less due to its complexity. In this proposed work we have explored skeletonization on differently oriented texts of varying sizes and shapes, along with HMM based verification for robust multi-oriented text detection system.
Proposed Framework
The approach followed in this paper can be broadly divided into two processes; text detection, and text verification. The text detection process consists of two major steps. First, we identify candidate text regions using Fourier-Laplacian filtering; thereafter applying a maximum- Fig.1 shows the system in a nutshell. These steps are detailed as follows. Fig 2) shows the steps involved in this process, and the processes are described in detail thereafter. 
Fourier-Laplacian Approach to Text Detection
Video texts can have very low contrast against complex local backgrounds. It is necessary to preprocess the input image to distinguish between text and non-text areas. Here we apply Fourier-Laplacian filtering to smoothen noise and detect probable text regions as discussed in Shivakumara et al. [1] . Firstly, Fast Fourier-Transform is applied on the greyscale version of the input image to bring it into the frequency domain. Then an ideal low-pass filter is used in the frequency domain to smoothen noise. The motivation behind this step is to remove the highfrequency components of the Fourier transform, which contains information about noise.
Thereafter we use Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) mask in the frequency domain to detect probable text areas (Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b) ).
It is observed that, text regions contain many positive and negative peaks in intensity values, while non-text regions do not. It is also noted that the zero crossings refer to the transitions between text and background. Ideally, there will be equal number of text-to-background and background-to-text transitions. However, this case does not hold true for low contrast text on complex background, which is why we apply weaker conditions to make sure that low contrast text is captured as well.
Here, we have stressed on Fourier-Laplacian filtering, as it is more efficient than Laplacian filtering alone, owing to the fact that the former method of filtering aids in smoothening noise in video images thus decreasing the undesired noise sensitivity issue of the Laplacian operator. Fig.3(a) shows an input image and its Fourier-Laplacian filtered version in Fig 3(b) .
It is noteworthy that, LoG filtered image (Fig. 3(d) ) contains more text pixels than the Laplacian filtered one (Fig. 3(c) ). So, it can be concluded that the LoG filter takes into consideration low contrast text information which is beneficial at a later stage for text extraction and thus we use 
Text Extraction
This section deals with the processes that would extract the candidate text region from the original image and send it for HMM-based verification (explained in next section). The objective behind these processes is the proper skeleton analysis of the probable text patches obtained from the previous steps. The features of skeletons; such as, shape, length, branching etc. play a crucial role in our text-detection process.
The connected components (mostly text regions) that are obtained after clustering the MD map information are analyzed next to remove false positives. Usually, bounding boxes can be employed to detect these text blocks [34] . This shows satisfactory results for horizontal text lines. However for curved text, or for text-lines in any other orientation, rectangular boxes will also enclose excess background pixels. Text lines that lie in close vicinity, might also be included, thus leading to overlapped bounding boxes. Hence we use "skeletonization" to reduce every CC into its skeletal form (see Fig. 4 (a)). Skeletonization [35] has been applied as a coarse method of classifying image regions as text regions or non-text regions. It provides an approximated region of text along with the direction alignment of probable candidate text region after the Fourier-LOG filtering process. Another reason for skeletonisation is to avoid the usage of bounding boxes, which would yield many false positives, when the text regions are curved.
Junction points are a fundamental part of skeleton analysis [35] . They refer to the points on a skeleton where branching takes place. The junction point is calculated as follows. Considering a pixel 'P' on the skeleton we count the number of connecting pixels surrounding it in a 3x3 window, centering the pixel 'P'. If there is only 1 connecting pixel, we conclude it to be an "endpoint". If there are two such connecting pixels, it is just another point on the skeletal path, no branching occurs. If there are more than 2 connecting points we conclude the point to be a junction or branch-point.
While dealing with a skeleton component, the co-ordinates of all the points corresponding to it are stored, and thereafter the points of each skeleton-branch are traced to calculate distance. The skeletal segment having longest distance (the distance between the two farthest placed endpoints) is considered as the main axis. The large skeleton branches having length greater than 1/3 rd of the length of the main skeleton are separated by removing those junction points from the main skeleton. Remaining branches are having short length and hence their junction points were not removed. Those small branches are required for width calculation of image patches later on. The image thus obtained is now scanned and every encountered skeleton is considered. Note that this image may have more skeletal segments, but the skeletons are simpler and do not have long branches as they have already been separated. Thereafter a threshold value (T) is set based on the average length of all newly formed skeletons (Here, T = 1/7 th of the average length of all skeletons) and remove all such spurious fragments having length less than T. Thus unwanted tiny artifacts that might wrongly interfere with the successive operations are cleared away (Fig. 4(c) ). Now, for each skeletal segment encountered, we search for another end-point of other skeletal segment in its vicinity (which is equal to a radial distance of 1/10 th the length of that skeletal segment), to join with it ( Fig. 4(d) and Fig. 4(e) ). It is due to the fact that longer text-lines provide better information for text/non-text verification through HMM process. The newly found skeleton in that scope is joined with the skeleton under consideration by extending both towards each other. Next, the skeleton component is thickened to a certain width. To find the width up to which the skeleton should be thickened, the endpoints of the skeleton are considered. To explain this thickening method, we show an example in The Euclidean distance (d) between two points having co-ordinates (x 1 , y 1 ) and (x 2 , y 2 ) is given by:
Now these two points "a" and "b" will be symmetrical if,
The maximum of all such "d ab " distances is chosen as the width (W) of the skeletal segment.
During symmetric end point computation, it may happen that some branches do not have a symmetrical component, such as in Fig. 6(b) . In this case, "d ab " is calculated as twice the distance of that endpoint of that branch from the main skeletal axis. Also, in the case where there are no branches in the skeletal segment, we set the value of width (W) to 1/3 rd the length of the skeletal segment.
Thereafter we thicken the candidate text skeleton to a width of W units, thus creating a white patch signifying the indicated text region (like the text patch in Fig. 5a ). Next, from the main grayscale image, we extract the text area corresponding to the white patch obtained, to get the required text line, which is thereafter passed to HMM-based verification. If it is verified as text-region, the extracted text position is used as a mask to get the region from grayscale of the original image; else the skeleton is discarded permanently. The process discussed so far has been described pictorially in Fig. 6 .
It may happen that there will be a situation like the one shown in Fig. 7 , i.e. a detached junction point in the complex connected segment where there are more than multiple skeletal segments in the vicinity of our selected skeleton"s end-point, all suitable for joining, (junctions shown in red circles). For this purpose we apply the following procedure. We remove only those junction points whose branches have a length greater than 1/3 rd of the length of the main skeleton. Note that, all available junction points are not removed as mentioned earlier in Section 3.1.2. As is evident from Fig.7(c) , all the other junction points apart from the ones shown in red, have branches shorter than the specified length. Those small branches are required for width calculation of image patches later on. So, in this case, we observe, that all the other skeletons are of considerably similar lengths, thus determining it to be a skeleton of a curved text. In Fig 8, the three skeletons marked "1", "2", and "3" are in close vicinity about their junction point (shown as a blue circle). Each of these skeletons is thickened in the same way as described earlier, with respect to Fig. 5 .
These thickened regions are added to a blank image as a white patch separately (Fig. 8) .
Thereafter the text area corresponding to the white text patch is extracted from the grayscale version of the main image and sent for HMM-based verification (explained in the next section).
The same process is followed for the other skeletal segments in the junction scope (i.e. skeletons marked "2" and "3"). We discuss HMM-based text verification in the following section. 
HMM based Text-Verification
From the experiments performed, we have observed that there are cases where previous false positive elimination methods fail to identify non-text regions in the image. To handle these kinds of scenarios, we propose a HMM-based text verification approach to retrieve the proper text region. For this purpose, first, we use log-likelihood score estimation based on HMM to get the properly oriented skeleton of multi-oriented text region as well as to handle the case of curved text regions. Next, we verify the segmented text line using HMM based classification. The following flow chart (see Fig. 9 ) describes the chronological order of the steps involved. should follow the polynomial equation fitted for the multi-oriented word image as mentioned in [18, 28] . The feature extracted from a sliding frame is shown in Fig. 10 . 
Hidden Markov Model-based Text Verification
HMM is a sequential classifier. An HMM may be defined by its initial state probabilities, state transition matrix and output probability matrix. Each state of model is associated with a separate Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM). For a classifier of C categories, we choose the model which best matches the observation from C HMMs:
. (5) where m = 1….C, and ∑
. This means when a unknown sequence of unknown category is given, we calculate P for each HMM and select , where = arg ……….. (6) where, is the density function for x irrespective of the category and is computed by:
The term is called the likelihood function for O given, .
is called the marginal or prior probability of .The standard solution, performed by the Viterbi algorithm, computes probability of that sequence generated by and finds the best likelihood of a class for a given feature vector sequence.
The HMM verification gives us a probability score for each text/non-text skeletons. The skeletons which give a probability score lesser than a threshold T v , are removed from future processing. After conducting various tests over a significantly huge number of images varying over a large range of complex backgrounds, font sizes and orientation of text regions, we have set the value of T v as 0.44. Now, a situation may so arise, where more than one skeletal segment is found at the considered endpoint, all suitable for joining. In that case, the HMM probability score of each of the skeletal component, surrounding that particular junction point is obtained.
From all the respective probability scores obtained, the skeletons whose scores are less than the set threshold value are eliminated permanently. Out of the remaining probability scores, the top 2 scores are chosen and the two skeletons corresponding to them are joined linearly and appended to the output-file image. The process discussed above is briefly described in Fig.11 . The above steps reduce the number of possible skeletons that might be encountered at the next junction point. Hence the number of skeletons to be checked again for the presence of text, at that junction point, is reduced. These above factors combined makes this proposed approach an efficient system of searching for candidate text regions via existing skeletons.
Experimental Results and Analysis
In this section we discuss in detail the performance analysis of our method on various datasets.
We have also compared our method"s performance with other existing methods to demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed algorithm. The following sub-sections deal with information regarding the various datasets that has been used for the experiments, qualitative analysis on those image sets that showcase our performances, quantitative analysis shown in tabulated form, a comparative study on the performances of the methods involved and lastly error analysis.
Description of Datasets
Our method focuses on locating the text region in a given image or a video frame and extracting the found text region, irrespective of the language of the script or its orientation. To depict these features we have chosen datasets that contain texts of various languages like Chinese, Japanese,
Devanagari and Bengali, which shows the portability of the proposed framework in different scripts. Secondly, we have chosen datasets which contain images having the text area in any arbitrary orientation. Horizontal and non-horizontal texts to some extent are usually seen in most day to day images, but adding to that we have also included images of curved texts in our dataset which showcases the orientation-independent text-detection feature of our method. We name it as IITR-Text dataset. This dataset is made publicly available for further research in this direction
We have performed the experiments on broadly three types of text datasets namely, horizontal texts, non-horizontal but linear texts and curvilinear texts. Initially we have performed the tests on a set of images gathered as frames from news-videos available on YouTube, and other scene texts from various sources which constitute our own dataset. Horizontal text images are also widely available and we have selected a number of images to contribute to our own data set.
Non-horizontal and curved text datasets are not very readily available, which is why we had to gather images containing such text from YouTube videos, news videos, sport-videos, movie clips and from other sources. Qualitative analysis further down would showcase the performances of our algorithm on such images. The components of our in-house dataset are shown in the Table I .
Some examples of different scripts are shown in Fig.12 . 
Evaluation protocol
To evaluate our performance, the following protocol has been chosen. Three classes are defined To make a fair comparison with other existing approaches, we have followed the standard evaluation scheme given in the ICDAR 2013 robust reading competition [39] . For comparison,
we have used the four existing methods described in (i) Liu et al. [9] which extracts six statistical features from four Sobel edge maps, (ii) Cai et al. [20] , which performs Sobel edge detection in the YUV color space and applies two text area enhancement filters, (iii) Wong et al. [14] , marked as the gradient-based method, that finds the maximum gradient difference to locate text regions and lastly (iv) Shivakumara et al. [1] which performs text detection as explained in that paper.
The same parameter values are used for all of the experiments. ICDAR 1 and ICDAR 2 are the top two winners of ICDAR 2005 competitions. Along with these papers, a comparative study is performed with recent state of the art methods in publicly available datasets to justify the competency of our proposed method.
Experiment on IITR-Text Dataset

Results on Horizontal text
A total of 850 images have been selected in our experiment. The English sub-data set contains 500 images (363 graphic-text images and 137 scene-text images), and the Chinese sub-data set contains 220 images (135 graphic-text and 85 scene text). Some examples in Fig.14 show the better performance of our method on horizontal text than the previous method mentioned in [1] .
We have also selected 74 Bengali and 56 Devanagari scripted video frames to test the method on various linguistic scripts. Results are shown in Table II . 
Results on Linear non-horizontal text
Here, we have selected a total of 405 images from our own dataset. The English set contains 250
images ( Table III , along with the results on curve text detection as well which is described in the next section. 
Results on curved text
In this case, not many curved texts are available to test the method upon, hence custom datasets acquired from various videos and other scene texts have been used for testing. The English dataset contains 123 images, Chinese dataset contains 83 images, Bengali set contains 21 images and Devanagari contains 32 images. As is evident from Fig. 15 , other methods cannot detect the curved areas properly which our method can, with certain accuracy. The HMM verification is responsible for a higher accuracy rate here. The corresponding results are compared in Table III . As we can see from the Table IV , the recall value in the case of text detection without HMMbased verification is significantly higher than the one with HMM verification (the method that we have applied), but its precision values are quite low. This can be understood simply if we note the fact that without HMM verification we are considering all the encountered skeletons which are produced after skeletonization of candidate text regions. Along with all possible text fields the candidate text regions contain a huge number of non-text areas as well. This explains why the precision value comes out to be so low. But when we use HMM verification, the chance of including non-text areas reduce significantly. A confusion matrix has been shown (see Fig.16 ) that denotes the text/non-text classification results of our algorithm used. Note that, in spite of a few anomalies, our text detection rates are quite high. In this section we have taken mainly three methods, namely the ones described in (1) Shivakumara et. al. [1] which uses skeletonization to detect probable text regions but does not use HMM based verification techniques, (2) Neumann et. al. [37] which uses an end-to-end text localization and recognition method, and (3) our proposed algorithm. Our algorithm has been broken into 2 processes. One that uses HMM-based verification and another one that doesn"t. 
Comparison between LoG and Laplacian filtering
We have compared the performance of our Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) filtering with Laplacian filtering alone. In images with texture or contour distortions, or in low contrast images with complex components, applying only Laplacian filter generates a lot of noise. Filtering such noise in the subsequent steps also removes some text information which is necessary for recovering the text region boundary. It is due to the fact that significant edge information could not be retrieved from the noisy or low contrast images. The LoG filter in the Fourier domain helps in retaining most of the text pixels. As mentioned earlier, if some background noises are included in that filtering step, they are gradually eliminated in the subsequent processes. For instance, isolated skeletal segments of those tiny patches, resulting from such noise, will be small enough to be neglected in further processing. Moreover, verification step in later stage will eliminate such noise-induced false positives.
Qualitative results obtained using these two different filtering techniques are shown in Fig. 18 .
Note that, the boundaries of the images in columns of 
Experiment on Multiple Scripts
Along with the experiments on English texted datasets we have also used our algorithm on various other non-Latin scripts, for instance Chinese, Japanese and Devanagari scripts. Fig.19 shows that our algorithm works equally well on non-Latin texts as it does on English ones.
Experiment on Public Datasets
To compare the efficiency of our method with the other existing methods of text detection we have performed experiments on a few public datasets. This provides us with a common platform for the other methods involved to showcase their effectiveness as well. The results of these methods that have been used for comparison purposes are tabulated below, in terms of their precision-recall rating. From the information given below we can understand that our method provides a better accuracy than the methods we have compared it with. This is due to the fact that our algorithm uses Hidden Markov Model for text verification.
Performance on Video datasets
We have tested our algorithm on a few other datasets as well. This time we have compared our method"s performance with a few more algorithms of different other papers, as detailed earlier.
The highest performance results have been marked in bold. It is evident that our method scores higher than the methods mentioned above. This is because our method not only relies on contrast details but also has a dedicated focus on the orientation and direction of the text region present.
Skeletonization and proper curve fitting ensures that the text region is correctly mapped and HMM verification adds a certain accuracy level to our results as is evident from the table (Table   V) below. 
Qualitative Results on Public Datasets
Experiments on a few images from the public datasets mentioned above have been shown below in Fig. 20 , which depicts the operation of our method along with Shivakumara et al. [1] . As we can observe, the performance results on these public data sets are in coherence with the results obtained earlier from our own dataset. Looking at the overall scenario, it can be observed from the results that our proposed method performs fairly well in detecting horizontally oriented texts from images as compared to other methods, and very efficiently in detecting linear but nonhorizontally oriented texts or texts oriented in curvilinear fashion from images.
Comparative study with other classifiers
In this paper, we have considered HMM for text verification purpose because of its ability to handle the sequential dependency. We have performed a comparative study of text verification performance with other existing classifiers [17] , like Support Vector Machine (SVM), AdaBoost, Random Forest, and Conditional Random Field (CRF). The performance of various classifiers is evaluated in our IITR-text dataset which is tabulated in Table IX . Note that the average precision value is found to be highest in case of HMM. The improvement using HMM is mainly due to its better modeling of text information in a word. 
Parameter Evaluation
A comprehensive study is performed to find the optimum value of parameters and thresholds used in our experiments. During text identification stage, the parameter sliding window length in the Maximum Difference map, (mentioned in Section 3.1.1) measured in pixel units. From experimental study the lower limit of threshold was set to 7 pixels. The comparisons are shown in Fig 21(a) . Secondly, a threshold value was considered for elimination of unnecessary skeletal fragments as discussed in Section 3.1.2. A skeletal segment of length below that certain value would be considered as noise. Experimentally it was found that a length of 15 pixels (See Fig.   21 (b) removes the irrelevant small skeletal remnants in our framework. In text verification purposes using HMM, continuous density HMMs with diagonal covariance matrices of GMMs are used in each state. Our text detection performance in IITR-text dataset with different Gaussian numbers is shown in Fig.21(c) . It was observed that 32 Gaussian Mixtures provided best results in our text detection framework. A comparative study with varying state numbers is shown in Fig. 21(d) . The best state number was found to be 6. 
Experiment on Run-time Processing
Average processing time of the various methods (mentioned earlier) for a 256x256 image on a Core 2 Duo 2.0 GHz computer, implemented using MATLAB is shown in Table X . Our method being HMM based takes little more computational time for detecting the curved texts and then verifying those. The other methods of Lie et al. [9] , Cai et al. [20] and Wong et al. [14] do not perform well for detecting non-horizontal or curved text regions. To give an idea about the runtime comparison, they have been run on such type of image datasets as well. Average processing time of different methods on IIT-R text dataset is given in Table X . A comparative study of average run-time performance among different classifiers (mentioned in Table IX ) is also provided in Table XI . 
Error Analysis
Although our method performs quite well in a large diversity of images with varying fonts, textsizes or complex backgrounds, there are a few cases where our method fails to perform up to our degree of satisfaction. The proposed method might give contradictory results if there is a large difference among font sizes in the same image. Such a situation would make the value needed for the thickening of the resultant skeletons before they are sent for HMM verification, difficult, thus lowering the accuracy of the method. Such cases (Fig.22) are rare in general situations, as the font size difference in the same image is usually not extremely large. 
Conclusion and Future Work
We have put forward a technique for text detection which is capable of handling text in video frames as well as scene images. In this paper, text orientation and text-shape are our main concern for the detection purpose. The Laplacian filtering in the frequency domain helps us in identifying the probable text regions, which are then skeletonized and segmented into disjoint connected components (CCs). These disjoint CCs are recombined into probable text shapes based on different possible combinations, which upon HMM verification, identifies horizontal, linear non-horizontal as well as curvilinear texts efficiently. In future we intend to deal with the shapes of the skeletal segments in further details, thus hoping to improve further on the efficiency and accuracy of our method.
There are not many efficient methods that perform well on detection of curvilinear texts. Most methods detect horizontally aligned texts. Some researchers have looked into linear nonhorizontal orientation of texts, but curved text detection has not been efficiently explored into yet. Our method has shown promising results in detection of such curvedly oriented texts. From the results, it was noted that the proposed method performs well over a large range of images, for horizontal, linear non-horizontal and curved texts. Also, it performs better than the existing methods as far as non-horizontal or curvilinear text orientations are concerned. In the future, we plan to deal with the problems of false positives, and partially detected text lines, especially those belonging to curved text areas.
